Brought to you by HOHOHolos Change
A question game to facilitate the Christmas festivities. For the dinner table, unexpected conversations at parties,
and our own entertainment. Instructions: Print, cut out, share, ask - Because Christmas is Easy. Obvs.
christmas is easy

Appetisers

Starters

Main course

afters

lucky dip

Who do you rate as the worlds most
outstanding super-hero?

Which Harry Potter character does
Theresa May most remind you of?

What gives you peace?

What, if I found it out about you,
would at least temporarily change
how I saw you?

Opposite sex celebrity crush

Most like to have dinner with . . .
Donald Trump or Vladimir Putin

What key moment in your life
happened this year?

What do you most want me to know
about you?

What are you here for?

Same sex celebrity crush

Every single adult on the planet
should read …

What did you learn this year?

With all things being possible, what do
you do?

What one conversation, with whom,
would change everything?

Boss style leaders I have worked
for…

What previous thing did you give
away for free?

Is honesty a skill or a value?

What would you be willing to
exchange for a white Christmas?

What you would be willing to give up
What did you love, lose, laugh at and
to help solve out one of the worlds big
gain this year?
challenges

What should I never serve you to eat
or drink?

What is your guilty pleasure? What’s
guilty about it?

Under duress, which two would you
give up for 2019 - Alcohol, Coffee,
Farting, Sex,?

On your best possible day ever, what
would I see in you?

The best leader I have ever worked
for…

What was the mostly baffling gift you
ever received?

After winning the lottery (money never
being an issue), what unexpected
decision would you make?

What are you afraid of?

What was your most successful
tantrum?

What is your superpower?

What is your most sparkly feature?

What is your top tip for seeing in a
new year?

Honestly, therapy was worth it for ...

What question would you most like to
answer?

What would you do if you knew you
could not fail?

Despite all rhyme and reason what
Christmas tradition do you insist on
upholding?

What Christmas decoration are you
most like?

Complete this sentence. I will die
happy if...

5 things I like about you

Have you read “Stealing from the
future?”

